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Red calypso
Red calypso Traditionally a strong 
stalwart member of the De Ruiter 
portfolio this variety shaped the 
retail segment for many years with 
positive results attained at all level 
of the supply chain. The growers 
often referred to the Red Calypso 
in pleasant terms with positive 
results,  the variety maintained 
good performance throughout the 
retailing year and was seen as a 
good bet for many valentines as it 
delivered love around the world for 
many years. Furiosa is our current 
retail and super retail segment red 
with clear performance and excellent 
marketability. De Ruiter is looking 
to renew and always rejuvenate 
our market presence and as such 
we have launched the new ‘‘C08-
2672-018’’ This line is similar in its 
lineage to the performer that was 
Red Calypso and we are proud to 
present her into the market this 2015 
with extensive testing and all the 
relevant due diligence the variety 
looks to be a future performer. 

Tropical Amazone
Tropical Amazone the most 
synominous of the Orange varieties 
globally and with a wide presence 
on almost all retail lines and color 
mixes in Kenya, TA as she is familiarly 
named met her expectations in 
every aspect of the word. With high 

Seeks to further its 
Responsible retailing

levels of production in the fields 
to easy handling and transport 
Tropical was ahead of her times and 
still maintains a position as a key 
player in almost every retail color 
mix globally. The long search for 
a predecessor has led us into the 
depths of our breeding programs 
on both sides of the Atlantic and 
within the Netherlands. Today De 
Ruiter is pleased to offer and launch 
C07-1275-007 This Orange with 
good performance and an improved 
vase life performance the potential 
is there. Almanza has shown true 
colors with a good market reception 
and indeed a performer with regard 
to production, transport and growing.

Sonrisa / Tribute
Long associated with the sun and 
its life-giving warmth, yellow is the 
age-old spokes-color for warm 
feelings of friendship and optimism. 
But while any yellow flower will send 
a lighthearted message, the history 
of the yellow rose in particular has an 
optimistic, serendipitous character 
that really makes it the complete 
package. De Ruiters in 2015 have 
launched C-08-2554-008 as high 
producer that has been super seeded 
as new retail option. The beauty 
of our most recent selection C-10-
1467-007 is also seen as a performer 
with positive results already coming 
out of Omniflora among other 
consolidators and handlers.

Wild Calypso
Ceris lines are highly appreciated 
in the retail segment of the market 
and are generally a key component 
of the color mix, this has remained 
a highly competitive segment of the 
retail business and with the recent 
success of Very cherry here in De 
Ruiter’s we are very pleased to offer 
her as a key player in the color mix 
and retail lines, We further launched 
the C08-2672-012 as a clean ceris 
line with promising performance 
and good retail feedback currently.

Lines of Significant 
interest attaining a place 
in both the Retail and 
premium line players.

Whitewash
Tipped to be a contender for a 
pure white from Africa we are 
currently very pleased to offer 
Whitewash in all her purity and 
beauty. We are pleased with the 
characteristics analyzed headsize 
of 5+ in Naivasha with increases at 
altitude with proven transportability, 
the concern of every white selection 
panel we are pleased to see good 
performance and reduced levels of 
damages and bruising. Good levels 
of disease resistance mush of our 
testing was on fully open blooms 
within the field that maintained 
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cleanliness throughout, 
The marketability speask 
for itself in many ways 
with her beauty gracing 
the shelves of Hooven 
De Moij and a number of 
other traders consolidators 
and unpackers.

Cherry Chill
Seen as a clear player in 
the nieche pink market 
two toned is the best 
description for Cherry Chill, 
on opening a lighter hue 
of pink becomes present 
with a brightness and aura 
that encourages you to 
peruse over the bloom. 
Good levels of production 
have been identified as 
has interestingly good 
head size performance. 

Firecatcher
This yellow bi color is 
showing high performance 
across all altitudes and 
with good coloration, 
length, head size and 
production profile we 
remain pleased by the 
outlook. High altitude 
production in Pink 
Diamonds and Naivasha 
levels products are 
both impressive. 

Pink Rhodos
The genetics speak 
volumes and Pink Rhodos 
has not failed to impress 
we are pleased to have 
created a responsible 

market entrance and 
protected group of strong 
quality oriented growers. 
The pride is shining and 
the performance has 
spoken volumes. Pink 
has a slightly improved 
production profile with 
the same characteristics 
surrounding vase life 
lengths head-size and 
a thorn-less market 
ready combination.  

Ever Red
Our premium line red 
that will shine in the 
valentine 2016 season 
Ever Red is a first in 
the Kenya market 
proving once again the 
strength of our T-Hybrid 
breeding and selection 
program facilitated 
in Rising Sun Timau 
located at 2500 amsl.

A Changing 
market 
environment 
the maturity 
of the Super 
intermediate 
product line:
Discerning customers 
continue to strive for 
better and more from 
the product Rosa, 
factors including super 
vase life performance, 
Good transportation 
characteristics, Good 
headsize and length 

profiles. Are all some of our 
main considerations from 
the business to business 
market place requirements. 

The presentation of 
economically friendly 
production genetic’s with 
high levels of resistance 
to pests, diseases and 
pressure from a fast 
changing global climate. 
The traditional short 
and long rains in Kenya 
for which we are most 
acclimatized have been 
somewhat dissolved 
to some extend with 
weather patterns changing 
rapidly. Thus varieties 
have to be genetically 
as reissitant as possible 
towards adverse weather 
conditions currently 
presenting themselves. 
The key to maintaining 
competitiveness in an 
increasingly aggressive 
market place controlled 
by listed retailers. De 
Ruiter looks to maintain 
high levels of production 
while attaining the spec 
requirements for the 
demanding multiple 
retailers namely. Multiple 
retailers including Tesco, 
Sainsbury, Waitrose, Marks 
and Spencer’s, Bama, 
Carrefor and Lild amongst 
many others remain the 
primary focus.Breeding 
programs further look 
for versatility that can 
be driven into dynamic 

varieties that will allow 
them to attain the badge 
of being multi destination. 
These varieties that can 
access both premium and 
retail markets, changes on 
agronomic inputs and the 
growing style can allow 
these changes to occur 
within a variety. Thus 
reduced pressure can 
result in improvements 
in head size and quality. 
Climatic manipulation 
and higher crop pressure 
can result in smaller head 
sizes and faster cycles, 
thus allowing our clients 
to attain absolute market 
capitalization depending 
upon the retailing season. 
Furiosa can be seen as a 
key player here and climatic 
manipulation in the form of 
screens, cooling, heating 
and CO2 are key inputs that 
will affect our industry both 
now and in the near future.

The need for responsibility 
throughout the supply chain 
will be maintained from 
the breeder to the handlers 
and eventual retailers with 
high levels of due diligence 
maintained of varieties 
that ‘‘deliver’’ We at De 
Ruiter hope to maintain 
this promise we look 
forward to joining you in 
“creating Flower Business”

Edward Agg-Manning: 
+254720601600


